
Oil

Oil prices retreated during yesterday’s session from the recent highs as another built in U.S. inventories due to refinery disruptions by Hur-
ricane Harvey is expected. Data from the American Petroleum Institute though shows a less pronounced built than other analysts expected, 
which helped prices to bounce in the late session. Also Nigeria and Libya attending an OPEC/non-OPEC meeting this Friday helped supporting 
prices as this might indicate considerations to include them in the output cuts in the future. The Brent front month lost 0,34 USD/bbl to settle 
at 55,14 USD/bbl. The levels might be kept today, although the risk of a stronger than expected stock built in the U.S. remains.

Gas

Yet another day with mixed results in the gas markets. In the UK, prompt prices dropped sharply after having set a new 7-month high 
on Monday as significantly lower exports to the continent relaxed the gas system. Still lower exports didn’t cause any pressure in the 
Duch and German markets, where prompt prices gave in as well. Longterm contracts though could couple with coal prices jumping and 
posted some gains, the NBP Win-17 contract settled at 49,581 p/th, up 0,435 p/th. We expect to see some further softening today.

Coal

After losses during the two last trading sessions the coal market faced a significant turn around yesterday. Prices were on one hand 
tracking a renewed upwards move in Newcastle futures where still low stocks in China and South Korea keep being a driver. In addi-
tion to this, news that the French nuclear watchdog ordered to extend ongoing saftey checks also helped the price jump. While the 
frontquarter moved to a new multi-year high at 92,75 USD/t, the front year didn’t hit last Thursday’s high, but gained 2,10 USD/t on the 
day to settle at 83,83 USD/t.

Carbon

The previous slide in the emissions market came to a halt yesterday, while the Dec ‘17 benchmark contract recaptured price levels 
above 7 EUR/t. Trading as high as 7,20 EUR/t the contract closed the day at 7,06 EUR/t, 0,32 EUR/t above Monday’s close. This move 
came in similar fashion to coal and power markets, that showed some recognisable reaction to the extension of safety probes into 
French nuclear reactors. Today we expect the market to be range bound and gains to be rathre capped.

Hydro

While temperature prognoses yesterday and today keep tending to project rising values, the hydro balance saw some improvement 
during the day yesterday as precipitation levels in the next 15 days were forecast to improve. But this seems to have been a temporary 
intermezzo only, forecasts this morning are shifting to drier conditions again, potentially decreasing the projected deficit in hydro 
balance anew.

Germany

Yesterday the French nuclear watchdog ordered to extend the ongoing probe into reactor safety. Now, not only parts forged in the forge 
Le Creusot have to be included in the checks, but also non-nuclear, molded parts. These news brought concerns about France’s nuclear 
production back to the table and led to jumping prices in the broader energy complex. Next to rising coal, German contracts followed the 
French market up. The front year benchmark contract added 0,85 EUR/MWh on the day, closing at 36,30 EUR/MWh. Some additional 
upside might be achieved today, but it will likely be limited.

Equities

Equity markets rose a little yesterday. The S&P500 reached a new record high. This morning Asian equities are trading mixed. Mr. Trump 
used tough words in the UN meeting threatening North Korea. It is interesting that if this does not cause any nervousness on the mar-
ket anymore and causes safe haven flows. Important issue today is the possible message from US FOMC. Are they going to announce 
the start of its balance sheet normalization (so called tapering decision)? This has possible consequences on interest rates, currencies 
and of course equities. We expect neutral day for equities because risk appetite may be limited.

Conclusion

With weather forecasts showing wetter conditions yesterday and an implied decrease in the hydro balance deficit, Nordic power prices came under 
pressure during the beginning of the day. Later into the session some turn around was managed as neighboring fuels, emissions and power markets 
gained on the news around the extension of France’s probe into reactor safety. However, ealrier losses within the day could be pared only partly. 
The front quarter setteld down 0,90 EUR/MWh at 32,55 EUR/MWh. Closing at 28,95 EUR/MWh, the front year lost 0,23 EUR/MWh. This morning the 
market opened in bullish territory, but furthre significant advances from here might be limited.
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